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Abstract: For many years the primary representation of value has been money.
However complex we perceive its material, social and symbolic characteristics, money
is now undergoing significant change as it becomes data. This paper explores the
implications for design as a series of technological and regulatory shifts are taking
place that are changing the representation of money into data. The paper anticipates
that it won’t be long before personal bank accounts will be better understood to be
personal data stores, and monies held within them are connected to data-driven
systems to ‘pay’ for services that we require. By charting the changes that are taking
place, and introducing a series of design case studies that make tangible the design
opportunities, the paper suggests an emerging design space in which designers should
anticipate new forms of money as an entirely new design material.
Keywords: money; value; data; design

1. Introduction
Design remains caught up in a challenging space in which the persistence of global scales of
production that were initiated through the globalisation project of the 20th century,
continues to valorise objects. Of course, we need ‘things’ to support value creation whether
it be through forms of economic value, semiotic value, and social values (Karababa &
Kjeldgaard 2013) but how we ‘pay’ for these things is becoming muddied by the digital
economy. As revelations about the scale of the ‘surveillance’ within the digital economy
continue to expose the scale of extraction of value from personal information to drive the
business models of internet and social media platforms (Zuboff 2019) we begin to realise
that money is no longer the primary currency for exchanging value in the digital economy, it
is data. And not just any form of data. Entangled in the daily use of social media apps such as
Instagram, Facebook and Twitter, it is simply not the case that we are passing handfuls of
disconnected numbers or strings of characters in exchange for access to a platform as
though it was cash in a supermarket. Data is not like cash, it has many more strings attached
to it, and unlike coins and notes – it never forgets. When we buy material products online,
we can assume that we are using two forms of currency, money and data in exchange for
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the items, and if we choose to ‘like’, comment or take a picture of the product we provide
many more values about the goods (emotional, functional, social etc.).

2. Design and money
Designers for a long time have pursued ‘values led’ design, introducing social, environmental
and cultural principles that guide the development of ideas into products and services. With
increasing criticality the outcomes of much product, interactive and service design are
prioritising entirely new arrangements of artefacts and systems that point to sustainable and
equitable futures. While there have been attempts to engage the design research
community in the nature of money as a design material (Elsden et al., 2019, Elsden et al.,
2020, Elsden et al., 2021) these are still relatively nascent. In his 2017 book Economies of
Design, Julier does a terrific job at reframing design through the lens of economics as being
central to the neo-liberal project and pays “attention to the material, visual, spatial and
temporal qualities of design that bear onto economic action and thinking at a most intimate
and very real level” (2017). But with regards to interfering with money itself, the field has
yet to make a significant turn. Designers have indeed designed new forms of currency, the
look, the feel and to some extent new ways of changing the flow of money through novel
interfaces to represent different values. But money as a concept doesn’t change. It
predominantly remains as a representation of something that is exchanged for access to a
product or service, something that people have more or less of, and something that banks
store for us in secure databases. In unpicking the anthropology of Money, Maurer (2006)
recovers the structuralist Saussure to point out the general reliance upon the meanings and
symbols of money that are derived from metaphors and language:
“To determine what a five-franc piece is worth one must therefore know: (1) that it
can be exchanged for a fixed quantity of a different thing, e.g., bread; and (2) that it
can be compared with a similar value of the same system, e.g., a one-franc piece, or
with coins of another system (a dollar, etc.). In the same way a word can be exchanged
for something dissimilar, an idea; besides, it can be compared with something of the
same nature, another word.” (Saussure 1996)

If we were to follow a post-structuralist theory, we might expect design to evolved
significantly from models that posit that money remains the primary representation of
value, to one in which money is interrogated for its entanglement within power structures,
discrimination and control. Perhaps it is the fungibility of money that makes it so hard to
design with, as Carruthers & Espeland suggest, it “commensurates incommensurabilities”
(1998, p. 1400) or as Marx suggested, its common rubric “makes impossibilities fraternize”
(1844, p. 110). However, the structures across which money is produced, stored and
distributed are changing radically within new digital economies, and money isn’t what it
used to be.
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3. Changing of money
A complex set of technological, social and regulatory factors are transforming and
accelerating activity in the finance, banking and FinTech sectors which are changing what we
know to be money. Currencies, identity management and contracting services based on
blockchain and distributed ledger technology are quickly moving from proofs of concept to
real-world applications. Big data and more usable forms of machine learning are providing
new tools for making sense of large financial datasets, to make predictions on investments
or to detect fraudulent activity, or to aid account holders in making decisions around their
finances. Inter-connected IoT devices in homes, factories and workplaces are now making
transactions with people and with other forms of smart things. Alongside these
technological shifts, we are seeing continued uptake of mobile banking, contactless and
cashless payments, digital wallets and biometric authentication by a broad spectrum of the
population, and a rising swell of innovative new banks and alternate financing platforms that
offer products and services addressing latent consumer needs or novel digital channels.
Furthermore, revised Payments Services Directive (PSD2) legislation provides a legal
foundation for new non-bank payment providers, and mandates the use of open APIs to
share account holder data to base new products and services upon, and facilitates improved
security and customer choice. UK authorities are taking this further with concerted efforts to
remove barriers to technological competition through both the new Open Banking standards
sponsored by the UK’s Competition and Markets Authority (Payments UK 2016) and the
national payments strategy supported by the Payments System Regulator (Payments
Strategy Forum 2016).
These changes pose significant opportunities for design to begin to revisit money as a critical
medium for enquiry. We highlight three below:

3.1 Open banking
When we think of the things that we will buy in the near future - the next meal deal lunch,
the next limited edition vase, or the fees for the next design conference – we do not expect
to leave a significant trail of data. In fact, unless we choose to use a loyalty card alongside
our debit / credit card transactions, banking regulations (in the UK and EU at least) prevent
personal transaction data from being passed on to a third party. This ‘break’ (or firewall) in
the digital economy remains one of the distinct regulated perimeters that inhibit the flow of
personal data between individuals and corporations.
Your bank account, and the list of daily, monthly and annual transactions that are held
within it, are a matter of privacy that is enshrined in the international regulation of banks.
Commonly known as ‘banking secrecy’, it is a conditional agreement between a bank and its
client that activities remain secure, confidential and private. Banking privacy dates back to
Italian merchants from the 1600s before becoming civil law in Switzerland in the 1700s. By
the 20 Century it became a crime to disclose a customer’s banking information to third
parties without their consent.
th
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These rules have barely changed since they were introduced, but as banking became digital,
a series of acts across the European Union has begun to allow the capability for a customer
to permit a bank to share their personal banking data with a third party. Introduced under
the auspices of the Payment Services Directive (PSD and PSD2), the original PSD (2007) was
designed to provide a level playing field for further (but fairer) competition across Europe by
harmonising consumer protection and the rights and obligations for banks and their users.
Meant as a way of addressing loop holes within old banking regulation, it wasn’t until PSD2
that we began to see a roadmap revealed toward digital innovation within the sector. In
2015 the European Parliament ratified PSD2 to update the rules to better protect consumers
when they pay online, make cross-border European payment services safer and encourage
innovation toward online and mobile payments. The latter, more commonly known as Open
Banking, demonstrates the shift toward banks playing an active role within wider digital
economies:
Open Banking regulation now allows for:
1. The use of software to enable third-party developers to build applications and
services around a financial institution.
2. Increased financial transparency options for bank account holders.
3. The use of open-source technology to achieve the above.

3.2 Smart contracts
During the popularisation and adoption of distributed ledger technologies (blockchains) the
ability for computer code to be written that could self-execute the transfer of funds
between a buyer and a seller became viable. Due to the nature of blockchain architecture, in
terms of its immutable record of funds (the ledger), the public accessibility to that ledger,
and the development of software that can be programmed to move funds between
accounts, smart contracts have become a primary driver for industries to consider using
blockchains, and in turn for them to become normalised within standard banking practices.
[VJ1]

Smart contracts enhance the use of blockchain technology because they permit transactions
to be carried out between anonymous parties without the need for a central authority, legal
system, or external enforcement mechanism. The use of smart contracts (as you can
imagine) continues to conjure a wide variety of imaginaries for their use in the management
of novel economic and legal systems, by offering secure, programmatic transactions
between people, objects and places without a trusted third party. A principle that the
designers have pursued through a series of projects including the BitBarista, a coffee
machine that is able to buy its own coffee (Pschetz et al 2017), hair dryers that balance
energy within distributed power grids (Pschetz et al 2019) and GeoCoin that allows
participants to understand and ideation new digital infrastructures and economies through
the use of smart contracts across the landscape (Nissen et al 2018).
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Central to the execution of a smart contract is the confirmation that a particular condition
has been met to initiate a translation, for example: a payment is made from a tenant to a
landlord that unlocks the door to their apartment, a community vote upon an issue and
funds are transferred the winning cause, a diesel car is detected upon entering a low carbon
zone and a funds are deducted from the car (which has its own digital wallet).
Of particular interest to the authors are the values that trigger the transfer of funds, or that
initiate an action. As smart contracts become commonplace within banking practices we can
begin to anticipate a further characteristic to money - that of it having strings attached. That
our use of it is conditional.

3.3 Smart data
Open Banking and Smart Contracts both succeed because they allow money to become
more meaningful. By that we mean that the record of money listed in an individual's bank
statement is meaningless until it is associated with values to interpret the value of that data.
By values, here we mean information and metadata that tell how something is valuable
according to moral and ethical principles. For example, the value of a visit to a restaurant
may be perceived differently when the brand name McDonalds appears next to the cost, or
whether an independent, local restaurant is mentioned. It is for the individual to decide
which brand is commensurate with their values of goodness, fairness and if the price paid
was ‘worth it’; nevertheless, as these values become associated with third parties, they
begin to add values to the economic data.
As society moves from the collection of data to the application of algorithmic technologies
including machine learning to identify patterns in data sets, a new term has emerged, that of
‘smart data’. However, in order for individuals to invite third parties to apply algorithmic
technologies including machine learning to identify patterns in their wider personal data
sets, new regulation is required to make personal data more portable. Whether it be from
bank accounts, mortgages, pensions, or to combine datasets including personal energy and
other household activity, at present GDPR regulation inhibits consumers from flexibly
sharing data with third parties. Currently under review with the UK Government is an
extension to GDPR regulation that seeks to define ‘smart data’ and pursue an extension that
will give the consumer further powers to share their data.
“‘Smart Data’ refers to the secure, consented sharing of consumer and product data
with third-party providers (TPPs) who can use this data to provide innovative services
for consumers and SMEs. We consider this an extension of the “right to consumer
data” under the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).” (UK Gov, 2020)

The potential combination of personal lifestyle data sets (including bank accounts) that
become networked, and mined alongside anonymised large data sets begins to provide clues
as to how money itself will become smart, and the ‘break’ (firewall) between money and
data will be breached. As smart data and Open Banking regulation allow personal and social
transactions to move into a place in which they can be ‘mined’, we begin to understand the
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future of bank accounts as data sets, and money to represent values that can be found with
them.

4. Design explorations
The implication for this turn through Open Banking, Smart Contracts and Smart Data
introduces two primary concepts across which we consider the emergence of a new design
space:
1. That people's individual bank accounts now have the potential to become their
personal data stores. Cloud based datasets in which people store a record of
their entire lifestyle evidenced in financial transactions, and permit third parties
to identify patterns of value.
2. The programmatic nature of financial data within their personal data store (bank
accounts) will provide the opportunity for individuals to associate moral and
ethical values with economic transactions. Money itself will increasingly have
strings attached.
As a means by which to tentatively explore this new design space we introduce two case
studies that address the potential for money to become data, and builds upon conceptual
work developed toward the idea of programmable donations (Elsden et al 2019).

4.1 Smart contracting see saws
The arrival of the Blockchain promises to radically change the way we share, circulate and
distribute the things that we value. However, the possible benefits for the not-for-profit
sector have only begun to be understood, and much research and innovation is presently
limited to the financial and tech industries. OxChain was a research project funded by the UK
research councils that explored how Blockchain technologies can be used to reshape value in
the context of international development and the work of the charity Oxfam.
The project set out to explore the flow of value within the Oxfam network in particular from
the perspective of donors and the charity that are charged with responsibility for disbursing
donated funds. Concerned with developing services that demonstrate their trustworthiness
within the sector, the OxChain project developed a unique method of donation which was
controlled by smart, personalised contracts that are signed and sealed on a blockchain. The
conditions of the contract are chosen by the user from a template. The use of blockchain
ensures the contract is immutable, and allows the third party escrow that secures and
releases the donation to be entirely automated. If the donation is returned to the user they
can assign their donation to a different cause, under alternative contractual conditions, or
withdraw their donation altogether.
To explore what this may look like in practice, and to engage audiences and donors in
considering the implications of these technologies on their relationships with charitable
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causes, physical manifestations of three smart contracts were made. These are introduced
below.
Lifeboat Launcher
Lifeboat Launcher passes money to the UK’s Royal National Lifeboat Association (RNLI)
according to instances of life boats that are launched in real time. Donors are invited to
place a £1 coin into the pool that holds the money (in escrow) until a lifeboat is launched.
Small donations are triggered each time a RNLI lifeboat is launched on a rescue,
automatically turning the central ‘cog’ and moving the money held in escrow to the
donation space below.
The device uses the RNLI twitter stream @outonashout to trigger the contract. The details of
the launch (location and time) are displayed on a small LED screen. Each pound coin
contributes to an analogue data visualisation of the total amount of launches up to a
maximum of ten.

Figure 1. Smart Contracting See Saws 1: Lifeboat Launcher.

Campaign Supporter
Campaign Supporter releases small donations in support of a twitter campaign related to a
charitable cause. More money can be added to the pot (held in escrow) from which
donations are released. Participants can select any cause to direct the smart donation to by
selecting a hashtag that is likely to be associated with a tweet. Examples might include:
#AntiTrump, #climateaction #TogetherWithRefugees. A small LCD counter displays how
many tweets / transactions have taken place.
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Figure 2. Smart Contracting See Saws 12: Campaign Supporter

Seismic Seesaw
The Seismic Seesaw is a further device that is connected to the internet and releases money
that is held in a smart contract immediately when real-world events are reported by trusted
third party validators. In this case, donors place their coins into the device in support of
earthquake emergency response projects. These coins are, again, held in a physical
“escrow”, and the trigger for the release of funds is an earthquake, of any magnitude,
anywhere in the world. The validator is the United States Geological Survey who publish real
time seismic data through their website / API. In the case of the Seismic Seesaw, if no
earthquake was reported within a certain period of time after making the donation (in this
case, X minutes), then the coin would be returned to the donor.
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Figure 3. Smart Contracting See Saws 1: Seismic Seesaw

4.2 Washing money with goodness
Traditionally the term money laundering is associated with the process of dissociating large
amounts of money that have been obtained through criminal activity, and associating it with
a legitimate source. Laws against money laundering were established in the first half of the
twentieth century, in particular to address the movement of money through organised crime
that derived from racketeering and illegal sales of alcohol. The process of laundering money
typically involves three steps: placement, layering, and integration. Placement
surreptitiously injects "dirty money" into a legitimate financial system. Layering conceals the
source of the money through a series of transactions and bookkeeping. Finally, in
integration, the now-laundered money is withdrawn from the legitimate account as clean
money to be used in normal circulation.
The technical and regulatory innovations around open banking, smart data and smart
contracting present an interesting space to explore the metaphor of “washing” money;
however, rather than dissociating money from the source it was obtained, it allows us to
explore how money may be associated and “tainted” with certain histories and values
instead.
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Figure 4. ‘Washing’ money with clean energy values

To explore this, we repurposed the Campaign Supporter seesaw introduced above. One
pound coins were performatively ‘washed’ through the Campaign Supporter seesaw and
associated with the Twitter #cleanenergy hashtag. Every time somebody in the world
tweeted using this hashtag, the smart contract would pass a pound coin into the lower
reservoir. At the time of the event there were approximately 35 tweets per hour. ‘Washed’
pound coins were given away for ‘free’ to attendees of a climate neutral event with the strict
instruction that they could only spend the money in the future on non-carbon based energy.
The giving away of the money was intended to demonstrate how future money is likely to
have data associated with it, and in this instance, data that corresponds with the values of a
non-carbon based economy.

5. Concluding discussion
The regulatory and technical turns that are transforming what money is, how it flows and
what it means for bank accounts have significant implications for design. If it hasn’t
happened already, customers of banks will begin to develop imaginaries for their money
that are akin to those that they have for personal datasets. That they represent a digital
footprint of their lifestyles including social, environmental and economic information and
with their permission, can be shared with third parties. The implications of this ‘turn’ for
money open up new design spaces in which designers have the opportunity to co-create
highly unusual products and services. Products and services that may do more to engage
with a ‘design for the real world’ (Clarke, 2021) and better address the social and
environmental crises that we are facing of social injustice and climate change. We introduce
three primary implications:
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5.1 Data-led money: Where data associated with values drives transactions
If money is to move into a condition in which it can be associated with multiple values, then
is it possible that those values begin to drive transactions?
At present consumers commonly treat their bank statement as a chronological record of
transactions. As each transaction becomes part of a dataset that can be interrogated and
linked to other forms of social, cultural, environmental as well as economic value it is
conceivable that those values could begin to steer how our money can be spent. It is
commonly recognised that trillions of dollars of assets that underpin much of our lifestyles
(present and future) are associated with fossil fuel-based economies. If a consumer chose to
associate sustainable values with a proportion of their money, would their bank accounts
prevent them spending money on non-carbon based products and services? Given that
people find it hard to reconcile granular everyday practices with the wider issues of climate
crisis, can values led data allow them to make values led purchases?

5.2 Money-led data: Where money tells data-driven services about our values
As money changes its form from being ‘dumb’ numbers that decrease as we spend our
monthly salaries to becoming an ‘agent’ that can be programmed with particular values, can
it begin to operate as our partner in influencing data-driven services about our values? There
have been examples of how the adoption of open banking by some UK banks, and the
subsequent linking of payments to third-part services like IFTTT, has enabled consumers to
experiment with ways to enable the transactions they make to drive other types of services
(Elsden et al., 2019) - creating a form of “programmable money”. Recasting money as a ‘bot’
that enacts ethical and moral work on our behalf, new products and services are within the
scope of designers to anticipate how consumer power shifts from ‘buying power’ to
‘influencing power’, encouraging manufacturers and businesses to align their social,
environmental and economic values with our own.

5.3 Data-monies: Where money and data are fused and value and values
cannot be disassociated
Money as a cultural imaginary has a long way to go to move away from the coins, notes and
simple credit/debit accounts that we mostly use to represent value. But as regulation
changes to support citizens in sharing personal financial data according to their terms, it is
conceivable that within our lifetimes money and data will simply fuse to become one and
the same. As society finally acknowledges that climate change is the defining crisis of our
time, and that time is running out to significantly reduce the amount of CO2 into the
atmosphere, should we expect regulations to begin supporting transactions that do not
exacerbate climate crisis? If government regulation ‘baked’ ecological values into money
that operated like data, would these values and therefore the value of transactions become
associated so intimately that it can drive a sustainable national and global economy?
Unlike the digital economy that has grown in an unbridled manner, lurching from one
extractive business model to the next, banking is a highly regulated space in which any
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threats to destabilise societies is avoided at all costs. Highly risk adverse, the recent changes
that are being introduced slowly and through thorough consultation will no doubt have
profound implications upon how we think about money and how we store it. This paper
introduced just some of the changes that are taking place, and recovers a design space that
Heskett introduced in his provocation for design “to confront the degree to which it is, in
fact, an economic activity and therefore must also be theorized from this perspective.”
(Heskett & Dilnot, 2015). As the design space evolves at speed through Open Banking design
faces a critical moment in which it must decide how to engage with new the changes and
shifts as data replaces money as the primary representation of economic value. Let’s see if
design can keep up.
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